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Abstract
The result of investigation and comparison of a series of
transverse phase space painting schemes for the injection
of SNS accumulator ring [1] is reported. In this computer
simulation study, the focus is on the creation of closed
orbit bumps that give desired distributions at the target.
Space charge effects such as tune shift, emittance growth
and beam losses are considered. The results of pseudo
end-to-end simulations from the injection to the target
through the accumulator ring and Ring to Target Beam
Transfer (RTBT) system [2] are presented and discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION
At Brookhaven National Laboratory work is in progress
for the design and construction of SNS accumulator ring
system [1]. The system consists of a lMW, expandable to
2MW, accumulator ring [3] and two transfer lines. HighEnergy Beam Transport line (HEBT) [4] brings beam
from the end of Mac to the injection bump of the ring, and
Ring to Target Beam Transport line (RTBT) [2] brings
beam from the extraction kicker of the ring to the target.
At the targe~ the proton beam must meet stringent
specitlcations, as listed in Table 1, in consideration of the
stress and tifetime of the target. The proton distribution at
the target is crucially determined by the beam distribution
in the ring. Furthermore, a proper proton distribution in
the ring is critically depen&nt on the 6-dimensional phase
space injectionktacking method. Therefore, in order to
obtain the desired proton distribution at the target, one
must create a set of suitable closed orbit bumps at the
injection that provide a proper phase space painting.
In the current H charge exchange injection design [5], the
horizontal and vertical bumps are formed by sets of four
pulsed dipoles. The shengths of the dipoles, in each
direction, can be programmed as functions of time during
the injection to provide phase space painting. As apart of
design study, we ask (1) can the bumps, as in the current
design, satisfy the beam requirements at the target? (2) if
can, what are the prescriptions of the bumps as functions
of time during the ‘injection? (3) are these prescriptions
technically achievable? To answer these questions, we
investigated and compared a series of transverse phase
space painting schemes by realistic computer simulations.
work
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density over beam footprint
Beam power within target
and outside nominal spot
Peak time-averaged beam
current density over 1 cmz
Peak l-pulse density over 1 cmz
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COMPUTER

< 5V0
<0.182~2
1.89 x 101’Proton/m’

SIMULATIONS

Three computer simulation codes are used in U&$study
AC!CSIM [7j and SIMPSONS [8] for beam tracking in the
accumulator ring, and PARMILA [9] for the RTBT line.
Both ACCSIM and SIMPSONS are capable of tracking a
large number of macro-particles through the ring lattice,
in the presence of space charge and beam to wall
interactions, in full 6-dimensions. In addition to the
common features, ACCSIJM provides wide range of
injection simulation options such as foil specifications, 6D phase space painting and injected particle distributions.
On the other hant SIMPSONS is a powerful tool for
extensive study of space charge effect. So, in this study,
phase space painting is investigated with ACCSIM and
space charge effect is done with SIMPSONS. Presently,
efforts are been made [10] in BNL to integrate various
codes onto a common platform that accommodates 6-D
painting and space charge effects together with magnet
field error and misali@ment analysis, magnetic fringe
field mapping, and beam collimation.
All the physical quantities used in the simulations are
chosen to be as close as possible to the specifications in
the current design. The lattice functions and other salient
parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 2.
Table 2 Design parameters used in the simulation study
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stable plasma discharge is created down the center of a
cooled tube. The temperature of the plasma ranges from
12,000° K at the edges to 15,000° K in the center. These
temperatures are sufficiently low enough so that the
plasma flow is dominated by intermolecular collisions
(Knudsen number much less then one). This allows the
plasma to be treated as a high temperature gas.
By treating the plasma as a high temperature gas, the
ideal gas equation can be applied
pzcp.R.T

3 EXPERIMENTAL

Various plasma window experimental results can be
found in references 1,2, and 4. The plasma window
utilizes an arc discharge. The arc is a wall-stabilized
type cascade arc discharge. The arc has been operated in
mgon ~d in helium.

3.1 Previous Experimental Results

(1)

The best results to date have been the following
pumping
vacuum-atmosphere
Differential
separation across a 2.36 mm diameter 4 cm long arc
was achieved. With the arc open to atmosphere,
pressure in a 4“ pipe, on which plasma window was
mounted, was 0.032 Torr. Gain over conventional
differential pumping, by comparing pressures with
plasma arc on versus plasma arc off, yielded a factor
In that
particular
of
104 improvement.
experiment[4] the vacuum system baseline pressure
of 10-6 Torr was reached 20” from the plasma
window (which was opened to atmosphere).
High
pressure gas cells were successfully
maintained: 40 psia was separated from accelerator
vacuum (for application to neutron generation); a 72
psia gas was separated from atmosphere, and a 5
mW He-Ne laser beam was passed through it (for
gas laser applications).
A 175 KeV electron beam was transmitted from
vacuum through the plasma window to atmospheric
pressure.
tests
for
transmission
of
Compatibility
elec~omagnetic radiation indicated that the plasma
window does not generate electromagnetic
interference, and that X-rays (away from resonance)
are transtrrnittecl with negligible attenuation.

where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, p is the
density, and R is the ideal gas constant.
Using this equation to compare the density of the
plasma arc at 12,000° K to the density of the gas in the
target chamber at 300° K, it is clear that the plasma is 40
times less dense while at the same pressure. This low
density at high pressures is key in allowing the plasma to
support large pressure differentials while still being
transparent to the accelerated beam.
The pressure differential that the plasma arc will be
able to support is determined by the flow rate of the
plasma. This flow rate of an ideal gas through a small
thin tube can be given by

Q.

rr.R4 dp
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8.p dx
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(2)

where Q is the flow rate, w is the viscosity, R is the ideal
gas constant, and dpldx is the pressure difference in
pipe. In order to minimize the flow through the pipe
while maximizing the pressure differential, it is desirable
to increase the viscosity as much as possible. Typical
fluid mechanics shows that viscosity increases with
temperature.
As the plasma gas is raised in temperature, the
viscosity becomes directly proportional
to the
temperature at higher powers.[ 1,5] It is important to
note that this plasma is in the absence of any applied
magnetic field.
An added benefit gained from the use of the plasma
window is a focusing effect on charged particle beams.
As current flows in the plasma arc it creates a circular
magnetic field around the center of the plasma which
results in a field in the 0 direction. With proper arc
current orientation, charged particles passing through the
plasma interact with the magnetic field and are subjected
to an inward force given by
F=q.;
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RESULTS

3.2 Possible Improvements
Testing of the Plasma Window system has not only
proven the validity of the windowless vacuum-pressure
interface, but has highlighted many mess for
improvements.
Cooling of the chamber next to the plasma window
in the most apparent area for improvement. Overheating
of the system not only risks damaging equipment but
also increases the rate of outgassing and thus increases
the overall pressure in the system.
A dramatic decrease[l ,2,4] in the flow from the first
vacuum chamber to the second vacuum chamber can, in
principle (based on density and temperature profiles of
similar arcs), be gained by adding skimmers to the first
chamber. These internally cooled curved blades will
serve to deflect the gas streaming from the cool annulus
of the plasma window, as well as any gas which is not
directly on the beam line. Aperture size in the Plasma
Window can be increased in order to accommodate

(3)

where q is the charge of the particle, v is its velocity, and
B is the induced ma=metic field. More details on the
theory of operation can be found in references 1 and 2.
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]ar~erbeam diameters. If gas flow firough tie plasma
Window is dominated by leak through the cool anrtuhts,
reasonable increases in window diameter will marginally
increase the flow rate through the skimmer system.

4 APPLICATIONS
Several different types of accelerator systems can
benefit from. the utilization of the Plasma Window
system.

4.1 Commercial Applications
Non-vacuum electron beam weldin~ With plasma
windows, higher production rates, no limit on the size of
target objects, and high quality electron beams in
atmosphere.
Non-vacuum
material modifications
bv ion
imdantation, and dry etching. or micro-fabrication
Presently performed only in vacuum, since ion beams at
energies used in these applications are completely
attenuated by foils and by long differentially pumped
sections. Potentially very large yet unexplored market.
Electron beam meltitt~ for manufacturing alloys is
performed at a pressure of about 10-2 Torr. A major
drawback of operating at this pressure range is the loss
of elements with low vapor pressure. Consequently, it is
desirable to raise the operating pressure to a higher level.
Interested company.
Electron beam generation of photo-neutrons” for the
production of medical isotooes (e.z., Tc-99k A 40 MeV
electron beam strikes a W target. Resultant radiation can
dislodge a neutron (via a giant resonance) to create a
new element. With a plasma window, the target cart be
in the air, sufficiently cooled to absorb art intense
electron beam to generate photo-neutrons.
Windowless SZaStargets for fast neutron radiography
to detect nitrogen (weapons) and carbon (diamonds), as
well as for other forms of neutron tomography and
therapy (BNCT).
Windows for high ~wer lasers (especially high-pressuregas lasers).

use of conventional window materials (e.g. beryllium or
SiN), i.e., no scratches.
Windowless gas targets for fast (fusion) neutron
generation (neutron sources).
Radioactive waste transmutation (ATWl protons are
accelerated to 2 GeV unto a heavy metal target in air.
Resultant spallation neutrons reduce radioactive waste.
Presently, windows limit proton output.
APT- tritium moduction bv accelerato~ Solid
windows limit beam and rntium output.
Suallation Neutron Source (SNS): To replace various
solid windows with cooling problem.
Windows for high r)ower x-ray source (DARHT).
Internal (gas or dasma) targets. striuoers, lenses in
~
A plasma stripper/lens or an internal gas
target “sandwiched” between two plasma windows.
Examples: BNCT based on recirculating proton beams
and various internal targets (including spin polarized ).
Fast acting valves in UHV beamlines. In case of
vacuum breach, plasmas cars be ignited faster than
mechanical valves without darnage to beamline (unlike,
presently used, msec spring loaded shutters).

5 CONCLUSIONS
This examination of the Plasma Window has shown
the viability of using a plasma arc to support a large
pressure differential, which could be further improved. It
operates steady state without maintenance for 2000
hours.
Through the use of the Plasma Window system,
limitations on beam current, energy, energy focus and
others have been removed. This allows the Plasma
Window system to enhance a wide range of applications,
which were not listed like using the HAWK intense
electron beam to heat gas in hypersonic wind tunnels.
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4.2 Scientific Applications
Windowless
beamlines
for
transmission
of
swtchrotron radiation Plasma windows offer many
advantages over presently used beryllium windows:
radiation passes through the window unaffected. A
plasma window cannot be damaged by radiation. UV
filter for rejection of ‘high-order’ light is of significant
benefit to experiments like threshold photoionization
spectroscopy, where contamination even at the 10-4
harmonic content can obscure the features of the
spectrum of interest. X-ray microcopies, since it is free
from the attenuation and spatial structure that attend the
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